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PARIS: You have a telephone interview for your
dream job, and you’re feeling nervous. You make
yourself a cup of tea as you wait for the phone to
ring, and you count to three before picking up.
Now imagine that your interviewer is a robot
named Vera.  Russian startup Stafory co-founder
Alexei Kostarev says Robot Vera, which his com-
pany developed, is driven by artificial intelligence
(AI) algorithms.  “It’s machine learning,” Kostarev
said, as he explained that his firm programmed
Vera using 1.4 mil l ion interviews, as well  as
Wikipedia and 160,000 books.

When Vera first started conducting phone
interviews, she followed a script, but that has
since changed. “Vera understands the kind of
answers candidates give,” Moscow-based
Kostarev told AFP by phone. And while robot
recruiters will appeal to companies trying to keep
costs down, there may also be another, more sub-
tle advantage.  “When (candidates) give feedback
on a job offer for example, they (say) more honest
things they would not tell ... a human,” Kostarev
said.  Stafory says Robot Vera currently has 200
clients, major companies which then take the
selected job candidates through conventional
interviews and final selection.

Danger of bias 
More broadly, human resources specialists are

looking to AI solutions to speed up recruitment
processes as a whole. US company ZipRecruiter is
touting a real-time selection service, with each job
offer posted immediately on as many as 100 web-
sites.  In the blink of an eye, its algorithm then trawls
through the 10 million jobseekers who have regis-
tered with ZipRecruiter to see which best suit the
job description.

The prospective employer then gets a shortlist of
the top candidates, making recruitment a far less
time-consuming exercise.  Ian Siegel, head of
ZipRecruiter, told AFP the system works well
because “employers aren’t great at describing what
they want but they know what they want when they
see it”. Algorithms get better and better over time at
detecting what kind of profile companies are look-
ing for, as human resources staff give a virtual
thumbs up to their preferred candidates.

So far so good, but of course there are concerns.
For one, the algorithms are learning so fast it is hard
to work out how they make such crucial choices.
There is also a fear that the robots cannot remain
immune to weaknesses such as bias or prejudice-
when all their learning comes from humans.
ZipRecruiter is trying its best to take the risk of bias
into account in its algorithms. But “the thing is, the
algorithm is so sophisticated, there’s so many differ-
ent pieces of information, we can’t reverse engineer
exactly how it’s coming up with the matches,” Siegel
said by phone.

‘It takes two’ 
Jeremy Lamri of the Paris-based association of

human resources start-ups called LabHR said one
way to counter this risk is to dial down the AI in the
system. “It is enough to tell the machine what to
look out for; there is no need for machine learning in
this,” he said. Technology is developing all the time
as employers look for candidates with soft skills
such as learning capacity, adaptability, and the abili-
ty to work well in a team.

“If tomorrow someone invents a scanner which
can tell simply by looking into your eye whether you
can perform well in a job, then I would think most
(companies) would adopt it,” said Lamri. But if
machines can make the initial selection, it should
always be up to human beings to make the final
choice, said Laurent da Silva, head of Adecco
recruitment units Badenoch & Clark and Spring.
“It’s like in our private lives,” he said. “AI can help
facilitate meetings, but at the end of the day, it takes
two real people to tango.” —AFP

Robot interview: 
AI revolution hits 
human resources

BEIJING: “In front of you is Barack Obama,
looking straight towards you.” At the prompt,
the volunteer takes off the Seeing AI glasses
she was trying on. In front of her was simply a
large photograph of Barack Obama that the
glasses had decoded with facial recognition.

The Chinese version of Seeing AI was one
of the solutions presented at the “Artificial
Intelligence (AI) for Good” event held at
Microsoft offices in Beijing to empower non-
profit organizations with technology. Over 130
representatives from 78 nonprofits shared
their experiences and learnt how others are
utilizing Microsoft technologies in their work.

“Since Microsoft entered China, we’ve
helped over 100 nonprofits by providing mon-
etary and technology support worth around
RMB200 million (USD32 million). This is
important, but donations are not going to
make a difference in lives,” said Alain Crozier,
Chairman and CEO of Microsoft Greater
China Region, in his opening remarks. “What
will make a difference is the ecosystem of
nonprofits, Microsoft technologies, partners
and employees coming together to find solu-
tions that will help people.”

The wearers are in darkness
Leveraging on Microsoft’s Seeing AI solu-

tion, one such partner, Adjacent Technologies,
has developed a pair of China-specific smart

glasses to give the visually impaired the expe-
rience of knowing what lies in front of them.
With an inbuilt camera and WiFi connectivity,
users will be able to take a photo of what’s in
front of them with a press of a button on the
leg of the Pivothead glasses. The photo is then
sent to servers that use Microsoft’s Cognitive
Services - an AI tool set that developers can
use in their app or website - where it is con-
verted into text and audio description sent to
the user’s mobile phone.

“We have to provide as much details as
possible since the wearers are in darkness,”
said Chen Jie, Co-Founder of Beij ing
Adjacent Technologies. The system applies
facial recognition and environmental recog-
nition to create a succinct description. It cur-
rently works in English, but Microsoft’s
translation AI now provides real t ime
descriptions in Chinese. Users can personal-
ize the system by training it with photos of
friends, family and colleagues so that the
glasses can identify them by name.
Demonstrations at the event showcased the
level of details the solution can deliver, for
example, “I think it’s a young girl playing
with an orange frisbee in the park”.

The Bus Listening app developed by
Guangzhou Huatu Information Technology
was another solution presented at the event to
empower the visually impaired by making

their public transportation journey easier.
Huatu uses Microsoft Azure to build a city-
sized Internet of Things (IoT) solution that
informs users of bus arrival timings. “Only 9
percent of China’s 17 million visually impaired
people go out on their own and 40 percent of
them barely go out at all,” explained Zeng
Zhemin, product manager at Huatu.

Zeng’s team has installed 20,000 Bluetooth
beacons in buses across Guangzhou, connect-
ed to 3,000 guild terminals. After letting the
app know their selected bus route and desti-
nation, users at enabled bus stops will receive
a notification when their bus is 80 meters
away and when the bus arrives, a voice
prompter will guide them to the bus door.
Once on board, the IoT solution generates a
notification when the user is one stop away
from the destination and once again just as
the bus arrives at the stop. At present, the
system is operating in Guangzhou and Macao.
Visually impaired participants at the event
were particularly keen for the service to be
made available in Beijing. The team is also
developing virtual paths, using beacons, in
indoor settings such as subway stations.

Preparing for the future
The day was also an opportunity for the

nonprofit community to discuss the bigger
picture. “Welfare isn’t the same as before,”

said Wei Qing, Chief Technology Officer of
Microsoft China, during a panel discussion.
“It’s not just about food, water and clothes,
but also about preparing for the future... And
we have to make use of the tools at hand to

help improve welfare.” Wei believes we are in
an AI age, whether we realize it or not. He
sees AI as a way of democratizing the current
digital divide and that Microsoft can play a
role in enabling this shift.—AFP

AI for Good: Empowering China’s 
nonprofits with world-leading tech

Amazon delivers 
hefty profits, led 
by web services
SAN FRANCISCO: Internet colossus Amazon reported
that its quarterly profit more than doubled on soaring
revenue from online commerce and cloud services.
Amazon said it earned $1.6 billion in the first three
months of this year on revenue that soared to $51 billion
from $36 billion in the same period last year. Amazon
shares that finished the formal trading day up climbed
more than six percent to $1,617 in after-hours trades that
followed release of the earnings figures.

The Seattle-based firm spotlighted the juggernaut
growth of its Amazon Web Services (AWS) division,
which hosts services and content that companies in the
internet cloud. AWS leads big-name rivals Microsoft and
Google in the market that has boom with the lifestyle
shift to accessing movies, music, games and more from
the array of online devices.

“AWS had the unusual advantage of a seven-year
head start before facing like-minded competition, and
the team has never slowed down,” Amazon founder and
chief Jeff Bezos said in the first-quarter earnings release.
“That’s why you’re seeing this remarkable acceleration
in AWS growth, now for two quarters in a row.”

Amazon also reported sales from its online stores
rose 18 percent from the same period a year ago to
$26.94 billion. Amazon has also found success with its
own streaming music and movie services, one of the
perks of its Amazon Prime, which the company says now
has 100 million members. Streaming television is included
in an Amazon Prime subscription service that also offers
free, fast delivery of products purchased at the online
retail powerhouse. Amazon has been broadening its busi-
ness by moving into new sectors, notably with the acqui-
sition of the Whole Foods grocery chain. The research
firm eMarketer said online commerce represents about
60 percent of Amazon’s business but that it also will gen-
erate $3.37 billion in global advertising this year.

Amazon’s success has made Bezos the world’s
richest individual, and the company has been a fre-
quent target of President Donald Trump, who has
argued that the tech giant gets a sweetheart deal
from the US Postal service, a claim which is disputed
by many analysts. —AFP

‘Coming together to find solutions that will help people’

Alphabet’s Brin 
says company 
must assume 
more responsibility
SAN FRANCISCO: Alphabet Inc President Sergey Brin
said on Friday  that technology companies must take
greater responsibility for the social impact of their work,
his first comments following a year of heightened global
awareness about misuse of digital services. Brin delivered
the message through Alphabet’s annual shareholder letter,
which he signed for the first time since 2014 instead of
Chief Executive Larry Page.

“We’re in an era of great inspiration and possibility,
but with this opportunity comes the need for tremendous
thoughtfulness and responsibility as technology is deeply
and irrevocably interwoven into our societies,” Brin
wrote after quoting from Charles Dickens’ novel “A Tale
of Two Cities” about the “the best of times” and “the
worst of times.”

Alphabet’s primary unit, Google, has become a top tar-
get in Silicon Valley for regulators, authorities and critics
in advertising and media. It has drawn global scrutiny for
its dominance in online search advertising, its policies
around user privacy and its role in helping politically con-
sequential misinformation spread online. 

Brin did not touch on those issues, nor did he specify
any actions the company would take to recognize new
responsibilities. But Brin focused on artificial intelligence,
computer systems that are able to learn without humans
hard-coding them.  Artificial intelligence enables self-dri-
ving cars and software that can identify diseases. Brin said
that Alphabet would tread with “serious thought and

research” about societal consequences such as eliminating
jobs and advancing biases as the company expands use of
artificial intelligence. 

“While I am optimistic about the potential to bring
technology to bear on the greatest problems in the
world, we are on a path that we must tread with deep
responsibility, care and humility,” he said. Alphabet sep-

arately announced Friday details regarding its annual
shareholder meeting, which it scheduled for June 6. The
company recommended shareholders reject each of the
seven proposals brought by investors that call for it to
provide more information around gender pay disparity,
environmental impact policies, content moderation and
other issues. — Reuters

Facebook says to 
extend political 
ad changes to UK
LONDON: Facebook said that it would be extending a raft
of measures to allow its users to identify the source of
political adverts that appear in their feed to Britain next
year. The US social media giant’s Chief Technology Officer
Mike Schroepfer appeared before a British parliamentary
committee probing the role of fake news in recent votes,
and how data gathered from the network was used to tar-
get potential voters.

Schroepfer admitted that Facebook had been “slow” in
realizing how its data was being used following revelations
that British communications firm Cambridge Analytica
mined information on around 90 million users. “We didn’t
understand the threat,” he said. “I can’t fix that back then,
but I can devote my time and energy to two things: one is,
with the specific acts, we build every defense we can, and

then two, we do a deeper more rigorous forward looking...
proactive defense.”

Under new plans to be implemented in Britain next year,
those seeking to run political adverts will need to be author-
ized and ads that are political will be required to be labeled
as such, along with details of who funded them. Any ad
labeled political will be available for seven years in
Facebook’s archive, which will allow users to search the
amount spent on the ad and the number of views it received.
The changes were introduced in the US earlier this month.

Schroepfer admitted that Facebook had not read the
terms and conditions of the app, developed by academic
Aleksandr Kogan’s research firm Global Science Research
(GSR), used to harvest its data. Conservative MP Julian
Knight slammed the social media giant, accusing it of
being “a morality-free zone.” Schroepfer replied that he
would “respectfully disagree with that assessment.”
Facebook boss Mark Zuckerberg previously blamed
Kogan for the data breach, telling US lawmakers that he
had broken the rules by selling the data to CA. Kogan,
who teaches at Cambridge University, told the committee
on Tuesday that he did not sell data, and said the US
social media giant was scapegoating him as it was in “PR
crisis mode”. —AFP 

This illustration picture taken on April 19, 2018 in Paris shows the tablet and smartphone app for Google. —AFP 

LONDON: Facebook’s Chief Technology Officer, Mike Schroepfer leaves after answering questions before
the Digital, Culture, Media and Sport Committee at Parliament. —AFP 


